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UK Black Female Photographers- UKBFTOG proudly presents Living the 
Dream, a group exhibition of a vibrant and diverse community of amateur 

and professional photographers of all levels.

Women always gathered to care, defend, and support each other to freely 
become the best version of themselves. While striving for this growth to 
happen in all fairness UKBFTOG members also recognise they are their 

“ancestors’ wildest dreams”. With Living the Dream 51 imagemakers pay 
tribute to inspirational women, and supportive men, from past and present 

and aspire to stimulate next generations.

Swipe down



More Than Skin. by Aicha Thomas

Aicha Thomas is a freelance film photographer, based in London. She strives to
increase the representation of Black people through her art, as well as produce
and capture thought-provoking images. Aicha likes to capture her subjects in
an honest, authentic way, whilst making them comfortable in front of her lens.
“None of the women I have captured are the same, they all come from
different walks of life. I want viewers to understand Black women being able to
be themselves freely in modern society, is my version of ‘living the dream’.”

https://www.instagram.com/aichathomas/

Right Where we Belong (RWWB) by Amaani Oluwa

A project that was inspired by Amaani Oluwa’s younger sisters. “Growing up as a black 
female, you feel as if you’re trying to find a place where you belong or fit into. We witness 
young girls point out their differences between each other and claim their blackness 
differs based on the colour of their skin, hair texture and features. This project is a 
photo series presenting that there is nowhere else you need to be, you are who you are 
regardless and right where you belong.” Amaani explores themes such as soft femininity 
and playfulness. Themes which are not often associated with the world’s outlook of a 
black girl, a London based photographer, with an academic background in Creative 
Direction. Through her practice, she empowers others and tell stories through portraiture, 
inspired by those around her by translating these into visual concepts. With a history of 
working mainly within the kid’s fashion industry, her work is often playful and vibrant.

www.amaanioluwa.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/maanipe/

She Can by Angella Mofondo

“A woman wears many hats, has many dreams and prospects, has many responsibilities, 
has many
wants and needs. Who says she can’t do it all? There is so much in our past as women yet 
the impact we make the future is unmatched, this is important for me to highlight.”
Angella Mofondo is a London based family photographer capturing natural, relaxed 
moments of family life from Maternity to new-born to at-home-documentary sessions as 
well as quality family time. Those special, milestone snippets you want to remember for 
years to come. I’m there to capture it all. As a mother herself, she gets it. Time flies and 
the next thing you know your kids are grown. Knowing the importance of those little things 
about your little ones that people will overlook but you want to remember forever. Those 
little things matter.

Title: She Can
See the woman I am.
See the woman I’ve become,
See the power within me,
See the vulnerability I hold,
See my power,
See my pain,
See my joy,
See my force,
See my achievements,
See my Strengths,
See my warmth,
See I’m home,
See that I can,
See that I have,
See that I will continue.

https://www.instagram.com/photographybyangella/
photographybyangellam@gmail.com
photographybyangella.my pixieset.com

UNTITLED by Annette Turner

Annette Turner is a mother of 3 who grew up in east London and now lives in Essex. she 
grew up with her late father, Oscar Lionel turner, who was a passionate photographer 
(and passed the torch), he found interest and value in whatever he observed, Annette’s 
interest developed over the years, often being the only one whose parent used a camera! 
she transitioned into a passionate photographer also, especially when she had her 
daughter, and later on her twins. Annette loves to preserve the moments that capture a 
person, or place, or object, in any number of ways, be it portraiture, candid family images, 
architecture, nature. she loves capturing it all and does not limit herself to one thing. “it 
evokes limi less emotions in people, be it happy, sad, poignant.... I think a camera is one of 
the most amazing inventions to exist, it allows us to hold a moment, recreate it even, and 
share it over and over.” her image of the young girl, the only child of her daughter’s friend, 
were caught momentarily whilst she observed her experiencing a day out at the beach, 
excited, curious and carefree. Annette worked in banking for over 30 years, and as she has 
grown older, she see’s more to capture and create, for her and for others. she likes that 
others are encouraged to also capture their special moments, o 
loved ones, when they see her work, especially when we understand life is unpredictable 
and our memories alone don’t always serve us as well, whether its a project or for personal 
use. she now look for opportunities to develop my passion, enhance my skills, and share 
my work “Oscar passed the torch, and i will be forever thankful that he did. capturing 
memories, today, tomorrow, always!”

https://www.instagram.com/AKT.ONE.PHOTOGRAPHY/

https://www.instagram.com/aichathomas/
http://www.amaanioluwa.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/maanipe/
https://www.instagram.com/photographybyangella/
mailto:photographybyangellam%40gmail.com?subject=
http://photographybyangella.my pixieset.com
https://www.instagram.com/AKT.ONE.PHOTOGRAPHY/


Noordhoek by April Alexander

This portrait illustrates three states of being; Surrender, Resistance and Freedom - an 
artistic depiction of the constant fight for self-ownership of womanhood.
“Like women, water also gives of itself wherever it goes to nurture life” - Xinran The 
following portrait is inspired by Beyoncé’s powerful ballad “Be Alive”. April was absolutely 
enamoured when she first heard the song and the lyrics filled her soul with so much pride 
for being a black woman regardless of any opposition that we may endure in our lifetime. 
“It feels so good to be alive Got all my family by my side Couldn’t wipe this black off if I 
tried That’s why I lift my head with pride”

https://www.instagram.com/byaprilalexander/

Identity by Ashleigh Willer

Ashleigh Willer’s image is part of a project, displaying women in different lights, showing 
a modern-day woman in her thoughts, a woman that is trapped by her identity and 
a woman that has been freed. Woman of today have been through a lot of trauma 
and heart ache which can come from multiple experiences in life or even passed down 
through ancestry generations. Ashleigh is a freelance photographer and has experience 
in multiple aspects of photography i.e fashion, studio, weddings, portraiture, street/urban, 
events and product.

https://www.instagram.com/A.W_Photographyy/

Untitled by Ayobami Elegunde

This photo represents beauty, grace and not taking yourself so seriously. Enjoy life sha, 
don’t dull.

https://www.instagram.com/Blackavalanche/

Diamonds Are Forever by Bethany Peters

Bethany Peters is a Berkshire/London based photographer who is inspired by the 
world and the people around her, her personal work questions notions of identity and 
perception, informed by her own Dominican / British background and documents the 
human experience.

https://www.instagram.com/bethanypetersphoto/
www.bethanypetersphoto.co.uk

Untitled by Bonnie Paul

Bonnie Paul is an Art Director and Film Photographer. Her main source of passion comes 
from her love of wanting to shine light on black beauty and underrepresented people 
in general - including brands. She loves storytelling through her work and creating an 
emotive atmosphere. Bonnie’s main inspiration for shoots is nature, and the harmony of 
people in that specific location. Her main goal is to create art that makes people feel.

https://www.instagram.com/shot.by.bee/
www.bonniepaul1.com

https://www.instagram.com/byaprilalexander/
https://www.instagram.com/A.W_Photographyy/
https://www.instagram.com/Blackavalanche/
https://www.instagram.com/bethanypetersphoto/
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http://www.bonniepaul1.com


Giving Flowers by Boudoir By la

The celebration of womanhood can be often overlooked and before we know we lost an 
important woman in our lives. We realise too late that we never truly expressed what they 
meant to us and want to give them flowers when they are no longer here to receive them.
Giving flowers is driven by the idea that we should give women their flowers now, we 
should make them feel beautiful, sexy, and loved in their own skin. Historically women have 
not been allowed to celebrate their sensuality but in recent years Boudoir photography is 
a style driven by empowering women and has allowed women more freedom to explore 
self with less stigma, thus living the dream.

https://www.instagram.com/boudoirbyla/

Twitter: @boudoirbyla
TikTok: @boudoirbyla

Love Beyond Blood by Celina Mervine

Celina Mervine is a freelance Fashion, Beauty and Portrait Photographer, under the alias 
of Celense. Produced in 2021, with the help of an all-black female creative team, ‘Love 
Beyond Blood’ was Celina’s first passion project. With themes of gratitude, serenity and 
love, this project was dedicated to sisterhood - both blood relatives and those nurtured 
by choice. ‘Romantic love is always emphasised, but there is so much power in platonic 
love, especially one shared between women. The women in my life, saved my life.

https://www.instagram.com/celenseuk/
www.celense.com

SEVEN by Chantelle Parsons

Chantelle Parsons is a self-taught photographer from South London. Chantelle entered 
this Exhibition to Celebrate and share her interpretation of ‘ Living the Dream’ The Women 
in her photos all from musical backgrounds have made an impact however big or small 
by embracing their superpowers! By being surrounded consciously or unconsciously by all 
the things that channelled, characterised, and accentuated Living a life or dream outside 
themselves. “Living The Dream” is what they do “I’m just happy to have captured it.”

minxmagazineltd@gmail.com

My Golden Girl by Dominique Nok

My Golden Girl portrays the daughter of Dominique Nok who, with her gym partner, was 
one of the few Black elite Acrobatic Gymnasts in the world. Competing at the highest 
level they represented Great Britain on various occasions and won team bronze at the 
2022 senior World Championships. Now retired at the age of 17, Nok celebrates Zoey’s 
exceptional achievements from the perspective of a proud mum. She encourages her 
daughter to look in the mirror and consciously commemorate her gymnastics journey 
while imagining a great future ahead. Dominique Nok was born in Suriname, raised in 
Amsterdam, and is currently based in London. She is a storytelling portrait photographer 
with a BA in Journalism and a Masters in curating. With her amiable photography 
approach, she loves to create timeless images. As a curator she champions positive 
representation of female artists from the Global Majority.

www.dominiquenok.com
https://www.instagram.com/dominiquenok/

Ileke: The Power of a Woman by Elizabeth Okoh

Ileke: The Power of a Woman is a celebration of the strength and sensuality of women. 
Elizabeth Okoh is a Nigerian Author and Photographer with a penchant for storytelling 
and wanderlust. She holds a degree in Psychology and Sociology from the University of 
Sussex. Her portrait collections have been published in online and print magazines such 
as Gal-Dem, and Positive News, as well as curated in exhibitions in London and Athens. 
Her debut novel The Returnees was published in 2020 by Hodder & Stoughton. She’s 
currently working on her second novel and empowering women through the art of boudoir 
photography. 

https://www.instagram.com/okohs.boudoir/
https://boudoir.elizabethokoh.com

https://www.instagram.com/boudoirbyla/
https://www.instagram.com/celenseuk/
http://www.celense.com
mailto:minxmagazineltd%40gmail.com?subject=
http://www.dominiquenok.com
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https://boudoir.elizabethokoh.com


Queen of Her Castle by Funmi Akingbe

Shot in September 2020, in between the UK the first and second lockdowns. There was 
a slight reprieve. Households could finally get together, with limited numbers, but many 
people were still cautious of mingling. Funmi Akingbe set up this semi-isolated shoot in the 
subject’s garden, depicting innovation, beauty and perseverance during uncertain times. 
Funmi Akingbe is a London based freelance photographer who shoots portraits, fashion 
events & family milestones.

https://www.instagram.com/patakiphotos/

Home by Gifty Dzenyo

Gifty Dzenyo is a British-Ghanaian Photographer from South London, who has been 
shooting for over 10 years, specialising in Portrait, Travel and Photography Art. Gifty is 
currently undertaking her master’s at The University of Westminster in Photography Art. 
She believes that as a creative, being able to communicate a narrative and convey a 
message is something that is important to the foundation of her work. Her work aims to 
capture a narrative that is relatable and authentic, dedicated to the black community. 
Having grown up in the UK, Gifty identifies that black people especially women should 
have a platform and a voice in which they are able to share their stories, and that the 
Black experience is important to document and showcase in a positive and empowering 
light, to which she is committed to. Growing up having been fostered by a white parent, 
Gifty explores identity and what it means to not only be Black, but African. Having been 
cut off from her culture by being fostered, her projects are about knowing what ‘home’ 
means and reconnecting with what it means to be Ghanaian and knowing more about 
her culture, not just by being from the diaspora but also from growing up culturally 
different.

https://www.instagram.com/giftydzenyophotography/

Nurturer by Hasna Tayyar

Hasna is a British Jamaican/Turkish Cypriot digital and analogue photographer. After 
graduating with her BA Honours degree in photography, Hasna began to explore her craft 
by photographing her own personal projects which primarily focused on documenting 
moments with her friends and family. It was through this that she realised that this was her 
favourite kind of work, and this became her main affair. A lot of Hasna’s work highlights her 
relationships and emotional connections with those around her. She also has a passion for
documenting her ongoing exploration of her identity.
Womanhood. The word alone sparks so many different thoughts and emotions, but I find 
that it is completely subjective. We all have different views on what womanhood actually 
is, but for me the overpowering theme is to be a nurturer. As a woman I have constantly 
be nurtured by other women from my childhood all the way through to my adulthood, and 
I have discovered that it is something that I have now take on myself, and extent into my 
own relationships. This photo series captures examples of nurturing in my own personal 
life, this image is a self-portrait of Hasna and her partner.

https://www.instagram.com/hasnactayyar/

Yellow by Jade Reynolds-Hemmings

Jade Reynolds-Hemmings is a self-taught South London based photographer that 
specialises in portrait, fashion and documentary photography. Her photography style 
is often referred to as dreamy, colourful and vibrant. She is extremely passionate about 
making people she captures feels comfortable in front of the camera. Through her work 
she makes powerful statements by highlighting women, particularly Black woman in a 
unique and empowering light. Yellow is a colour that complements the melanin in Black 
skin extremely well. This series of imagery highlights a diverse group of Black Women in 
many
shades of the colour.

https://www.instagram.com/jadereyphotos/

The Journey of Embracement by Jemella Ukeagbu

“As our bodies transition and grow a new life we face battles. Battles of emotions, body 
changes, daily life changes especially transitioning from one child to two, has she even 
healed from the first journey? She now goes on an embracement journey with monthly 
maternity self-portraits, each time embracing her body and journey as it grows new life.”
Jemella is a London based Photographer owner of Mellz Photography LTD specialising in 
printing special milestones to exist for generations, capturing Portraits from Mums-to-be 
to Babies and Weddings.

https://www.instagram.com/mellzphotographyltd/
www.mellzphotography.co.uk

Twitter: @mellzphotos
info@mellzphotography.co.uk

https://www.instagram.com/patakiphotos/
https://www.instagram.com/giftydzenyophotography/
https://www.instagram.com/hasnactayyar/
https://www.instagram.com/jadereyphotos/
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Mrs Vida Pritchett by Jo Sealy

Jo Sealy is a London based photographer who works on social documentary projects 
with themes around culture, heritage, and age. The image submitted is part of a Heritage 
Lottery Funded photography project called We Are Here. The woman in Sealy’s portrait 
epitomises the quiet determination, strength, dignity, pride, and resilience of the Windrush 
generation. Vida Pritchett enjoyed a long and distinguished nursing career having arrived 
on the SS Irpinia into the UK.

Current touring photography exhibition: www.theblackartisans.org
Marketing agency owner – specialism of food, creative and tech clients, and
networks since 2005.

www.to-market.co.uk

Pain that shapes her into a warrior by Joanne Appiah

Joanne Appiah is a Ghanaian-British Photographer & Creative Director, based in London, 
UK. After uncovering her love for creating stories working in digital-format photography 
Joanne creates portraits influenced and inspired by every-day life experiences. Rooted 
in matters surrounding femininity, black identity, culture, soulfulness, and nature. This 
continues to be a prime source of artistry seen throughout Joanne’s work while remaining 
native and contemporary. Containing a strong trait for storytelling, moments that speak 
universally. Driven by unveiling emotions that are organic arraying strength, intimacy, and
vulnerability. Joanne has worked with non-profit International charitable organisations like
BEGIRL.WORLD- featured in Michelle Obama’s Netflix Special Becoming.

https://www.instagram.com/JoanneAppiah/

Charlie’s Déjà vu by Jumi Popoola

Yevanshka allows Charlie, a queer, plus size person who experiences the world through 
an Autistic lens, to practise talking around non-real-world issues, developing resilience, 
and strengthening these skills for real-world engagement. Larping enables them as 
an adult to engage in social play, that ordinarily wouldn’t be possible given society’s 
positioning around people who are autistic/part of a marginalised or niche group. 
Using film photography, Jumi Popoola slowed the world down to imagine a normal day 
for Yevanshka, celebrating the different ways larping allows them to access parts of 
themselves and the world around them.

weareblackdaffodil@gmail.com

https://www.instagram.com/blackdaffodilphotography/

Presence by Kai Campbell

Nature and the natural beauty of life sometimes gets forgotten about. I see a world 
that is often moving 100 miles per hour and I myself used to struggle with taking in my 
surroundings and being present. I now look, breathe, observe, and think. That’s how I view 
the world. That’s my way of living the dream. It’s about the surroundings, places, and 
people I come across. Although the image I captured has no people present, it does not 
mean it was achievable without them. Think about it.

kaiimages@outlook.com

Earthstrong by Keisha George

Living the dream isn’t as easy as it seems.
the womb
the sea
the sand
the earth
Mother Nature
be at peace when you wake her
be gentle don’t shake her
eat the fruits of her labour
As she births the next creator
Keisha George, Kaptured by KaGe is a portrait photographer from London. Her mission 
is to create a community full of ‘Konfident’ people by offering her clientele empowering 
photo sessions that provide them with the tools to be confident from within.

https://www.instagram.com/Kapturedbykage/
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Empowered by Kevanna Etten

Kevanna Etten is a passionate professional photographer from South London, a self 
taught artist who has been shooting for many years. Kevanna’s has travelled the world to 
capture the most beautiful frame worthy moments that stand out with its vibrant colours, 
details & stories that will last a lifetime. For Kevanna the ‘Living the Dream’ Exhibition is 
about empowering & celebrating womanhood through our photography.

“Women’s Empowerment to me means, promoting women’s sense of self-worth, ability to 
determine our own choices, rights to influence social change for ourselves/others & the 
right to have access to opportunities & resources.” 

I am empowered by the community I am in, in which I am able to showcase my work & 
also share my thoughts & ideas by being given constructive criticism which will help build/
uplift myself as an artist. My goal is to empower/support more women with my body of 
work & see the strength of a woman through my lens.”

https://www.instagram.com/keevisionsltd/

Three generations – Mother by Kimberley Saddler

Kimberley Saddler is a portrait and wedding photographer based in London, born and 
raised in Sheffield! She fell in love with photography around 10 years ago when she 
realised how much she loved to capture natural beauty and candid moments. This 
image is part of a set representing 3 women in her family who inspire her- her maternal 
Grandmother, Mother and older Sister - “because of their dreams, I am here today.”

https://www.instagram.com/ksaddlerphotography/

MUSA by Kudzai

Kudzai chose these images to celebrate her loves. They contain elements she loves to 
capture in her photography - lighting, nature, reflections, and the candid essence of 
people. her (not so) little sister turned 21 – “We went to Bournemouth to celebrate with 
my brother and some friends. She is my muse throughout a lot of my photos, and more 
importantly in my life.”

https://www.instagram.com/lost.somewhere.inbetween/

Freedom by Laura Rose

Laura Rose is a muti-genre photographer at The Pink Rose Photography specialising 
in Events, Lifestyle and Natural portraiture but likes to explore different creative paths. 
“Living the dream and the celebration of womanhood to me is the most important project 
I would have the chance to participate in yet. It celebrates all that we are and more and 
tells the story outside the normal stereotypical role’s society places on us. It allows us for 
once to confidently. Celebrate ourselves, our mother’s, our ancestors, our sisters, cousins, 
daughters and friends.” 
Laura has chosen the images of Friends, friends standing strong on their own, friends 
in laughter and joy because that is what brings her life joy, because although being a 
woman is a blessing it can also be a struggle, a long hard road that can feel isolating and 
you often feel you are alone on this journey of life but then you meet those special people 
who lift you up, remind you of your worth, that celebrate you and push you to be more 
than you even felt possible for yourself and through the good and bad they are there, 
an ear or text away. They remind you that together you are stronger and become your 
extended family especially when you have no actual family members to support you. “I 
hope that my Images show the love joy and beauty in Womanhood an
friendship and how lucky we are when we find great friends “.

https://www.instagram.com/thepinkrosephotography/

Motherhood by Liliana Séca Santos

With many women around the world dreaming of having their own families, motherhood 
is a truly magical journey in a woman’s life. Yet, starting a family is not always as easy as 
you may have hoped. Some mothers-to-be encounter many struggles and complications 
during conception, pregnancy, and childbirth. If you are fortunate enough to give birth to 
a happy and healthy baby, the many trials and tribulations faced along the way, will all 
be worth it in the end.

www.lilianasecasantos.co.uk

https://www.instagram.com/keevisionsltd/
https://www.instagram.com/ksaddlerphotography/
https://www.instagram.com/lost.somewhere.inbetween/
https://www.instagram.com/thepinkrosephotography/
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Basking in Blossom by Margaret Hanson-Omani

Margaret Hanson-Omani’s photography journey started with taking photos of my 
young children then progressed on to London landscapes, now a Personal Branding 
photographer who also enjoys taking photos of beautiful landscapes. Her favourite 
portraits to take are ones where she can combine portraits of people with an interesting 
landscape in the background. “The more drama the better I say!”

https://www.instagram.com/itseffiephotography/

Joys of Motherhood by Maria Toyin Oyeniyi

Toyin’s artwork, conveys the joy of motherhood. Motherhood, its challenges, and rewards, 
is a recurring theme in her photographic work. Motherhood is knowing joy even when 
going through life’s most difficult trials. Toyin learned to face every opportunity and 
stretched herself beyond the limits, she once set for herself. “I found myself being lifted to 
new heights. However, I have experienced more adventures than I could have imagined 
as the mother of my sons. Motherhood gives me an excuse to stay forever young, to take 
off my
shoes and let my hair down, and to enjoy immeasurable love. Motherhood is my life, my 
joy, my passion, it is the greatest achievement. These are the moments I want to explore 
and share”

www.riasolanke.com

Taking Up Space by Mariochukwu Washington-Ihieme

Mariochukwu Washington-Ihieme took this image between 2019-2022 of women 
embodying what it means to be a Cubana in different contexts: as a touring musician in 
London. The undeniable confidence and innate rhythms are just one of many similarities 
between women from Cuba and West Africa, where common ancestry is shared and 
where many musical styles heard in Cuba today originate and are popularised globally.

“Living the Dream for me means successfully expressing yourself in places that feel like 
home, while maintaining your sense of self”

https://www.instagram.com/maz_o/

Untitled by Marlene Landu

Born in Congo DR, raised in Belgium, matured in London, UK. Marlene Landu is naturally a 
multi-citizen, ever curious about discovering the world. Inspired, this project aims to inspire 
others to travel more than they think they can by showcasing the beautiful things she has 
seen along her journeys through Photography. Seeing a sister playing a dreamy DJ set in 
Cappadocia, taking her mum to Paris, and capturing how women are taken to the temple 
in Bali are her definition of Living the Dream.

www.hipabroad.com

https://www.instagram.com/hipabroad/

Blossom’s Petal by Monika Mabiki

Mabiki is a south London-based photographer. Her compositions deliberately capture 
people in varied forms to expose their multi-layered realities as a main theme of her 
work. Blossom’s Petal captures Josette, a young Londoner, in the garden of her beloved 
grandmother’s house, which she is purchasing this year.

www.monikamabiki.com

https://www.instagram.com/_mabiki/
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Starting-Out by Morlene Fisher

Morlene Fisher’s visual practice started by examining identity; a decade later, it remains 
a central and relevant focus. Morlene’s interest in ‘Identity’ stems from growing up in 
the African Caribbean community in South London (UK). ‘To be ‘Black’ is to see yourself 
represented as a problem, to have a limited voice, to be marginalised and invisible.” Her 
work seeks to counteract this biography, to un-marginalise, converse, and make visible 
the rich cultural tapestry of diversity within the UK black community and the broader 
diaspora. Living in a large multicultural city like London, we almost become immune to 
the changes we make to minimise ourselves. Using photography, specifically portraiture, 
Morlene seeks to investigate, analyse, and visualise the emotions we often bury deep 
within ourselves.

https://morlenefisher.co.uk

https://www.instagram.com/morlenefisherphotography/

An Ode to Friendship by Musa Bwanali

Musa Bwanali is a self-taught portrait photographer in London. An Ode to Friendship is a 
self-portrait project of the photographer and her best friend Carol. The two women met 
5 years ago in London and only spent 4 months in the same city before Carol returned 
home to Kenya. Five years later the two women reconnected in Kenya and to celebrate 
their friendship, they took some portraits. One of the best gifts in life is a real, honest, and 
timeless friendship. One that is not affected by distance or time. These images are a
celebration and an ode to friendships.

https://www.musabwanali.com

https://www.instagram.com/umusa_wenkosi/

Jessikah Inaba by Naomi St Juste

Naomi St Juste is a portrait and wedding photographer based in the West Midlands. 
She mainly shoots lifestyle portraits alongside romantic wedding photography. “I met 
Jess in 2019 when she was studying Law, and also at that time I found out she had 
been translating literature into Braille, and it’s a story that just stuck with me, seeing the 
determination of this woman and how she was just being Jess. She wasn’t seeking to 
break barriers, but she did it naturally. We were studying her family’s native language 
Lingala together at a
language class when we met, we spent time together and even though we only were 
with each other for 10 days, I never forgot her. When people hear the story of Jess Inaba, 
I want them to see that you are not defined by your circumstances in life. In fact, you can 
use them to your advantage in many cases. I wish people to find that something that 
gives them that blazing hope inside themselves that must be protected, to wear that 
hope as a helmet that protects the mind from circumstances that might be out of our 
control. The lighting of her face and her position emulates that hope. To me she is a living 
her dream and through that creating dreams for so many , they may be disabled, children 
of immigrants or people in general who want to make a difference.”

https://www.instagram.com/nsjphotog/

Roots by Naomi Williams

Naomi is a 23-year-old photographer based in Bristol. Her main styles of work are 
documentary, portraiture, music, and events and after graduating from the University of 
the West of England, she began working more closely with personal projects as a self-
discovery and phototherapy. “Throughout our childhood, my mom has always done our 
hair. She always made sure it was braided, platted, and put into our protected hairstyles. 
She made sure we knew our hair was beautiful, diverse, and always encouraged us to 
embrace our natural afro hair.”

www.naomi-williams.co.uk

https://www.instagram.com/williams.naomi_/

Milestone by Rachel Blake

Rachel Blake is a portrait photographer based in Kent. “I photograph people. Those 
who are in the creative and music industry, corporate, fitness, families, the list is endless. 
I used to limit who I wanted to photograph but realised it’s not what people do why I 
should want to photograph them. The camera has no limits, so why should I?’ There are 
certain ages we are told that are important. Who started that? Aren’t all ages important? 
Women in particular may at some point in life decide not to share their age with another. 
Again, who decided that? On the way to those ‘important’ ages, we reflect and think 
about what we should, could or would have done. Women are outstanding and the
ladies in the photographs all hit ‘milestones’ achieving greatness - not by society’s 
definition but, through their love of family, friendship, community, and excellence. The jobs 
they do are not who they are, but they are the boss.”

www.rachelblake.photography

https://morlenefisher.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/morlenefisherphotography/
https://www.musabwanali.com
https://www.instagram.com/umusa_wenkosi/
https://www.instagram.com/umusa_wenkosi/
https://www.instagram.com/nsjphotog/
http://www.naomi-williams.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/williams.naomi_/
http://www.rachelblake.photography


Setting an Example by Rebecca Orleans

Basketball was one of the first environments where Rebecca Orleans used her camera as 
an emerging photographer. Her photography in sport centres on the stories you don’t see. 
Chloe is the founder of JustPlay UK, a Basketball organisation who organise recreational 
basketball sessions in the West Midlands. Once a week, she holds girls and women’s 
sessions. Their aim ‘is to be more than a sports organisation; we want to use basketball to 
improve and aid the mental, social and emotional well-being of our community.’

www.instagram.com/poppybeadstory/

See Me by Rele James

Do you see me, as I wear my cloak of invisibility? As we age as women, we fade, the 
more invisible we become, if you are old, black and plus sized you have hit the trifecta 
of sexual and emotional invisibility. In telling our own stories, we are commanding you to 
acknowledge we are still here living and thriving. DO YOU SEE ME? British Nigerian portrait 
photographer Rele James is on a road to discovery exploring her identity and the roles 
she has played in life through her conceptual self-portraits.

https://www.instagram.com/rele_james/

Who I Am by Sahara Ashanti

Sahara Ashanti images were created from observations, throughout life she has learned 
that a vast majority of women do not embrace and appreciate themselves as someone 
who deserves love/self -love and support. She also recognised over the years that 
identity and culture is a battle that black women especially, find challenging – due to 
the constructs of society, therefore acceptance (natural hair). Her images show women 
supporting each other in their vulnerable, bare, and natural appearance...displaying that 
they
are in fact Enough & loved! The solo image demonstrates confidence and pride in WHO I 
AM with an element of escapism!

www.instagram.com/ashantimaroonphotography/

Pride and Joy by Samaria Ofuasia

They are my reason why. Aiden ran into toddlerhood and is enjoying every moment of it. 
Our first child. The one who made us parents & me, a mother. Surrounded by nappies, 
navigating a pandemic and fluctuating hormones, he gave me the space to explore. To 
explore a time away from the office and everything I knew post-graduation. To explore 
photography professionally. And then came Reagan. Our newest little lovebug. My boys. 
My pride & joy.

www.samariaofuasia.com

Rays Beyond the Grey by Shade O. Thompson

In a world of challenges, uncertainty, and what may appear as a never-ending tunnel 
of grey, we all have it within us to shine. Not only with the light we are blessed with but 
also, with the vibrance of our authenticity. ‘Rays Beyond the Grey’ explores the contrast 
between what is and could be. Courageously overcoming the barriers of life (the grey) 
and beam through it unapologetically through the knowledge of self. Shade O. Thompson 
is a London-based photographer who uses connection on set, and creative direction to 
help
individuals build confidence, take ownership, freely express their vision, and inspire.

Shade Did That Photography

www.shadedidthat.com

www.instagram.com/shadedidthat/

http://www.instagram.com/poppybeadstory/
https://www.instagram.com/rele_james/
http://www.instagram.com/ashantimaroonphotography/
http://www.instagram.com/ashantimaroonphotography/
http://www.samariaofuasia.com
http://www.shadedidthat.com
http://www.shadedidthat.com
http://www.instagram.com/shadedidthat/


Waiting For You by Shanni Weekes

Shanni Weekes is an In-Home Family Portrait Photographer based in London and has 
been shooting for almost 10 years. “There’s something magical about being invited into 
your subject’s space. Capturing their growing families and undeniable connections in 
the comfort of their home brings me so much joy as a Photographer. You can learn so 
much about an individual just by seeing them in their natural environment- it’s endearing, 
it’s natural and it’s uncomplicated.” Watching families enjoy the experience of in-home 
photography makes Shani’s job even more enriching – bringing the studio to the heart of 
their home, capturing timeless and invaluable images that become a part of their ever-
lasting story.

www.littlepopupstudio.co.uk

www.instagram.com/littlepopupstudio/

This Ability by Sophia Loren

“One of the worlds underrepresented miracles is the magic of motherhood. Flued 
by passion, determination life will flourish where both are found. My passion for the 
journey of women, more over Black women, is the determination we have no matter the 
circumstance presented to us, is to be heard, seen, and understood. As a teenage mum, 
finding my passion in my forties was my rebirth, my own chance to be seen, heard, and 
understood.”

www.justnevaeh.com

www.instagram.com/justnevaeh/

Untitled by Tessa Lwanga

Tessa Lwanga is a Fashion Photographer based in London, United Kingdom. This selection 
celebrates black womanhood. She has photographed shows and designer clothing in 
Kampala, Uganda, New York City, USA and London, U.K.

marketing@photoetc.co.uk

www.photoetc.co.uk

www.instagram.com/photoetc/

The Motherhood Journey by Tianna J. Williams

Tianna Williams’ journey as a photographer isn’t an uncommon one, however it is 
underpinned by her career in midwifery. She believes that empowering women, during a 
transformational period in their lives is a truly humbling experience to have the privilege 
to be a part of. Maternity photography, the practice of photographing women during 
pregnancy became a complete passion of Williams, soon after transitioning from clinical 
NHS practice to self-employment. These images embody growth, strength, beauty, power 
and self-
love. All the considerations she makes when working with these women, during their 
motherhood journeys.

www.tiannajwilliamsphotography.co.uk

www.instagram.com/tiannajwilliamsphotography/

Don’t Touch My Hair by Tobi Sobowale

British-Nigerian photographer Tobi Sobowale explores the complexity and dynamism 
of the black woman. Born in South London, she explores themes of identity and culture 
through visual storytelling. Tobi uses colour, composition, and lighting to evoke emotion 
and thought for those who experience the work she creates. The “Don’t Touch My Hair” 
series is a body of work that looks at both the beauty and objectification of black women 
and their hair. Taking inspiration from her Yoruba culture, it uses colour and decoration to 
frame the women whose faces range from vacant emotions to ones which are expressive.

www.shobolondon.com

www.instagram.com/shobo_photography/

http://www.littlepopupstudio.co.uk
http://www.instagram.com/littlepopupstudio/
http://www.instagram.com/littlepopupstudio/
http://www.justnevaeh.com
http://www.instagram.com/justnevaeh/
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http://www.tiannajwilliamsphotography.co.uk
http://www.instagram.com/tiannajwilliamsphotography/
http://www.instagram.com/tiannajwilliamsphotography/
http://www.shobolondon.com
http://www.instagram.com/shobo_photography/


Dutch Master by Violeta Sofia

Cameroonian born, Violeta Sofia is a Photographer and Artist based in London. Violeta’s 
image compositions always appear effortless, elegant, and beautifully lit. She creates 
engaging and intimate photographs as she connects with her sitters, bringing out the 
essence of each person. Violeta’s celebrity portraits and fashion photographs have been 
commissioned by Vogue, Elle, and Deadline Hollywood magazines and the National 
Portrait Gallery - London recently acquired a selection of her portrait works. In her art 
practice, Violeta also explores issues of identity and race. In 2018, a transformation year 
for
women, she was able to expand her profile as an artist as she exhibited her contemporary 
artwork at the Royal Academy of Arts.

www.violetasofia.com

www.instagram.com/violetasofia/

Blanche Nicholas

My passion for photography began when I was gifted with a camera. Ever since then I use 
my art as a vehicle to celebrate the strength, beauty, courage, vulnerability, and love of 
my clients. After five years I decided to venture out and become my own boss. In those 
years, I have enjoyed capturing content from Portraits, Events, Weddings and many more.

https://www.capturedbyblanche.com/about-me/

Learn more about UK Black Female Photographers (UKBFTOG) below:

https://ukbftog.com/

https://www.instagram.com/ukbftog/

Thank You
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